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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)       7  half-dollars   =     6)       9  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or

2.00

7) A car toy costs     2.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) Peter bought a hat with 8 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?
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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.
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5)       7  half-dollars   =     6)       9  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or
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7) A car toy costs     2.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) Peter bought a hat with 8 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?
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4.00
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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)       8  half-dollars   =     6)       6  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or

5.00

7) A pen costs    5.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) John bought a cupcake with 9 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?
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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)       8  half-dollars   =     6)       6  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or

2.00

1.00

2.50

1.50

4.00 3.00

5.00

7) A pen costs    5.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) John bought a cupcake with 9 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?
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4.50
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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.

2)

3)

4)

5)       7  half-dollars   =     6)       10  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or

1)

4.00

7) A wristwatch costs    4.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) Jack bought a permanent marker with 2 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?

half-dollars
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Count the half-dollars and write the total amount.

2)

3)

4)

5)       7  half-dollars   =     6)       10  half-dollars   =

Counting Half-Dollars

=      50 0.50or

3.00

2.00

1.50

2.50

3.50 5.00

1)

4.00

7) A wristwatch costs    4.00. How many half-dollars do you need to buy it?

8) Jack bought a permanent marker with 2 half-dollars. How much money did he pay?
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1.00
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